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Taught me a lot about how exactly to dress I bought this book as a teenager and used it for
many years as a reference guidebook for how exactly to dress for occasions where I was
uncertain how to look. I originated from a less-than-privileged background (we weren't poor, but
my parents had been teachers and there wasn't a lot of money) but many of my friends had
been from affluent families. My grandmothers and mom have become classy people and they
did their greatest to teach me about how exactly to dress, but they had no experience with, say,
dressing for a golf tournament dinner or for a time on a sailboat. Yes, the drawings are
dated;Over the years, through college and my professional career, I would refer back to this
book a lot. Advice that never is out of design.The book talks about a bunch of different dressing
styles. goofey, or unattractive. I like this kind of philosophy. Through the years I've used the
advice in the book over and over, to build a traditional, conservative, professional wardrobe that
helps me whether I am going to an important conference at work or a black-tie charity
function.There are some parts of the book you need to take with a grain of salt, especially since
today this book has ended twenty years old. But if you are totally at a loss about what to put on
to a given social event, or you are feeling you're at a drawback because you socialize with
people who can afford much better clothes than you can, this reserve is an excellent primer in
what to wear. I'd appreciate publication dates posted on most books. I'd rather wear generic
clothes than something with a fake pretense of a brand. It helps you to make a wardrobe of
even more quality and if you adhere to all the up-to-date advice, discarding what can no longer
be used in the current society, you will never become overdressed or underdressed (don't know
which is normally worse...:)).. But there are some great tips in this book about how to get basics
for your closet that may last for years, how to recognize quality materials and workmanship, how
to combine high-end and low-end products for a total polished look, what looks always work
and what will continually be questionable, etc. Personally I would never make one of these my
own, but nevertheless I loved reading about them.After scanning this book I experienced my
closet and was happy to learn that I mainly own natural fabrics and there were few pieces I had
to get rid of to create my wardrobe even more of quality.What I found the most interesting in this
publication is when it talks about articles of closing being "quality" depending on how you use it.
For example if you are using plastic layer as a raincoat, it is "quality" or "q", but if you are using it
as a "natural leather" coat, it's non-q. That is what this book did for me. I am passionately
against fakes - clothing that looks like couture however, not, fake D & Timeless fashion tips.
Emphasis on quality This book really encourages you to completely clean up your closet getting
rid of the cheap looking pieces.I really believe this book is a must have. Should have left
sufficiently alone I read this publication when it first arrived and thought it had been so helpful.. I
cherished all the elpful suggestions and adopted it to a tee.. 5 stars! I noticed it on kindle and
believed I'd like to see how the author's theory organized. Five Stars Lessons I wish We had on
dressing with quality items , not volume that falls apart.. My opinion is that we certainly are a
more calm society with a lot less rules. Too dated.It also teaches you a little bit about different
materials, which is helpful if you don't know anything about them. very little of what she wrote is
true today. Taught me how exactly to turn my misguided thinking toward the facts. Fair
Interesting tips for discount hunters. I like to develop my attention, my taste so that what I
choose to do will not look hokey; If you result from a working-class history, but because of your
task or your spouse's public status you need to socialize with affluent people, it really is great to
possess a guide telling you what functions and what doesn't, and how never to make a fool out
of yourself. It's a reference book to me. Dressing Rich I love this book. Tips and tricks to
dressing just like you had more money than you perform. Was in perfect condition. Put into my



small collection I remodel/rework resale clothes purchased at thrift shops, clearance racks, etc.
G, Valentino etc. yes, some of the advice can be dated.. Today a timeless classic! My all-time
favorite! my all-time favorite!. Love it!.. We didn't reallize how long ago this book was written. The
majority of the tips and styles are not current, and actually, after flipping through the publication
and realizing it isn't written for today's woman, in to the donation pile it went. It's a traditional,
and the advice continues to be as relevant today since it was back when the book was written.
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